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Air transfer, natural convection 
Air transfer between rooms 
DEVELOPMENT AND VALIDATION OF :NEW AERAULIC 
MODEL DESIGNED FOR THERMAL COMPUTATION 
WITH PARTICULAR ATTENTION TO THE PROBLEMS 
OF AIR QUALITY 

Roger Pelletret and Hala Khodr 

Roger Pelletret, a research engineer in charge of research into Energy Conservation in 
buildings at the Centre Scientiftque et Technique du Batiment, CSTB, and Hala Khodr 
briefly describe the research and experiments at Service Thennique et Techniques 
Avancees, TTA. The paper describes the new aeraulic model and focuses on its limits and 
the importance of vertical temperature gradients. 

Roger Pelletret, lngenieur charge de la recherclle sur la maitrlse de l'energie dans les batiments au 
CSTB (Centre Scientiftque et Teohnique du B6t mem) decrlt, avec Hala Khodr, les travaux de recherche 
et d 'expenmentation menes au service Thermique et Technique Avancees. lls presentent. en 
particuller, le nouveau mod~le aeraulique en insistent sur ses llmites et sur !'importance d~ gradients 
vertlcaux de temperature. 

Context 

The main aim of this reserch ls lO evaluate tile effect of 
internal partitions of bullc!Jngs on the computation of 
thermal performances. either (or the bullding envelope 
components or for heating system components. 

Until recently, performance was computed by using 
building zone models. A building was described as an 
isothermal single volume: the free gain (solar gains, heat 
losses or systems, etc,) were assumed to be uniformly 
distributed. 

Taking Into account tile true internal divisions of 
~uildmgs leads us into non-unifonn temperature fields. 
;'or Instance, overheating In some places can be more 
mport;lm than with a un zone hypothesis. The com· 
>uted rate of recovery of the free gains is lower when the 
nternal partition is taken into account (refs. 1-4). 

To compute w1Lb some accuracy the thermal perfor· 
1ance of the building envelope, or heating sysem com· 
·onents in a multizone environment, the heat transfers 

between rooms have to be compute<l as accurately as 
possible. Tile maJn difJicultY !s the modelization of the 
heat transfers, due to aeraullc ttansfer. To compute with 
accuracy the aerauUc heat transfer. i t !s logical to use a 
model based on the computation or the pressure fields. 
For thennal compur.auons (single goal of the aeraulic 
model: to provide thermal conductances due lO air move_
ments) an aeraulic model based on the computauon or 
pressure fields Is too complicated. To use su.ch a model 
leads to excessive running times. 1{ annual simulations 
are required. Problems of non-ocmvergence occur some
times (rers 5 and 6). 

A new mOdel, adapted to thermal computation codes. 
has been developed. The appUcauon field of this new 
model has been defined rn the framework of a global 
classlllcation method for the various kinds of aerauUc 
models_ The erchnectwe or the new mooel is described 
below. To validate Lhis new model. an expetlment has 
been designed. 1he main characuiristics or which are 
given under Experiments. In addition 10 the mam aim ol 
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AERAULIC MODULE 

( c1 c18ss mollel) 

(_c_2_c_l_n_s_s_m~o-d_e_1 _) 

(-c-3~c-1 _8_s_s_m~o-ll_e_1 _) 

Hut transft,. co•ffici1nts 
dut lo uraulic tnnsftrs 

*Using .a C2 ti r .ii Cl c1ass- modtl 

Fig. 1. Aerauli c module 

Oistribution of air nows 
btt'W't.n rooms 

this new model. 1t could be uscel (as a s1mpllf\ed model) 
LO compute the air now rates between iones. The limits 
of validity or this model, in particular the problems of 
multiple neuual plan In an apenure am discussed In the 
Main Results section. 

Architecture of the new aeraulic model 
Classification of aeraulic models 
A classification of the various aeraulic models has been 
designed. The models are classified depending upon 
their mElin application fteld . The different classes are: 

• Cl Class Models with fixed scenarios tor air move· 
ment between zones. 

• C2 Class Models taking Into ccount at each time 
step tile evoluuon or the temperature In the 
different rooms. but without computing the 
pressure fields. 

• C3 Class Sophisticated models based on the compu· 
tation of the pressure fields. 

01 class models are the simplest models and the most 
commonly used for thermal computations. '!'heir appli
cation lleld Is restricted to th.ermal computation codes. In 
a Cl class model. the a r now rate dlst.ribut1on between 
rooms (including the outside o! the building) is ilellned 
before starting transient simulations. The rue now rate 
distribution can be defined by the software user or can 
be computed usmg a C2 ot C3 class mOde.l. In any case, 
the au now rate d.ismbution will change au along the 
simulation. Al besr, it Is possible lO define perlOdlcal 
tlme dependent scenaoos. 

C2 class models are designed to be used mainly tor 
thermal computations. Nevertheless. with some restric· 
Uve condlt!ons. they can be used to compute air now 

rates. The new model we have developed is a C2 class 
model. At each time step, this model allows an accurate 
enough compu18tlon of the beat ''llnductances due to rut 
movements between rooms. 

C3 class models are designed to compute with accur
acy the air now rates. They take mo account the wind 
effects, the air leakage. the buoyancy erf~ts. the vend· 
Jauon svstems. etc. C3 class models are used 111 thermal 
computadon codes (CSTBiit111; ESP'2') to compute heat 
transfers coefficient.s berween rooms. 

A complete aerauUo module !Fig. 1) would involve the 
Clifferent classes of aeraulic models. as each one 1s 
adapted to a specific problem. 

Arc.hltecture of a 02 class model 
To Calculate themial pedormances for a whole heating 
period. it s more important to take into account the 
variations of the ntemal air movements than the varta· 
tion of the air leakage and of the venUladon. For thermal 
computations, average values for the exchanges o! a ir 
berween the outside and the Inside o! a building can be 
used. Eventually. dl!!erent average values wru be used 
for winter. and foe autumn and spring (only Jr a climatic 
analysis would show that there are big difference~ 
between the average values of air leakage, because o 
different average wind speed and direction and a1night 
ness In the buildmg), !n addldon, mechemcal ventl\auo1 
can be defined, as a periodical time dependent funcdo n 

The aeraulic model involves a pre-processor to co11• 
pute average disr.rlbutlons o( rur llow rates due to 

(I) CS'rBl!t: Code de Sunulouon do la Therml(IUO du B6tlmc• 
CSTB Soohla AnllPolis. France 

(2) egp, £nv1roumonral Systems Pertorman"": Uruverslty 
Sllatnc;Jyde, Oepanment of Arch tcctuie 
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leakage and vemilauon. These c:alculallons musL be 
mado for all me PQSS1ble tonJ\9uraL1ons. Le. depending 
upon the µoss1ble si.atus or Lho doors (open or closed). 
The compuum ons can be easily made wil.h a CJ class 
model, assummg Lhal all lhe temperatures In the rooms 
a.re equal (because with this last hypothesis. the p1esent 
C3 model runs very well, c,11culating qmckly). 

Finally-. the reslJJts are unnslmed m tenns of tbennaJ 
conducwnces [named ·Ke, .,) between rooms. The values 
or Ke, N are stored In a matrix (named D(i, /. k. I, m)), 

Index i ls for lho d1ffarenl periods of Lile heating 
season (!f ne<:essarvl (In general i= l or 2). 

Index/ ls used if dally scenndos for Lile mechanical 
venLtlation are defined. 

index k is LO difTerenuate the various conftgu1ations 
(~'Ombmation of all the poss1bfULies to have 
open or close doors). The maximum volue of 
index k depends upon the numbor of rooms 
and lhe hypothesis concerning the doors 
between rooms (behaviour o! lnhaliitantsl. 

fnd8xes I and m are LO point out lhe rooms between 
which the conductance KeU. f, k, I, ml occurs. 

Thtorm1il conductancts 
dur to bUIJolMIJ t'fft'C\ 

Compuh ti on of ih• 
disch.tirqt oufftc;•nts 
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When this initialized phase 1s complete (i.e. when the 
D matrix is fuU), the transient computations can be run. 
The air movement between rooms is due. on one hand, 
to air leakage and ventilation and, on the other, to 
buoyancy efCect. T11e thermal conductance due lo air 
leakage and venulat.ton a re ''xtracted from D matrix. The 
thermal conductance due to buoyancy effect is computed 
through a simplified model ; this model can be shown as 
Nu=l(Gr, Pr)'; such a model defines the temperature 
dependent conductance between two nodes, represent
ing two adjacent rooms. 

The global thermal conductance is computed by using 
a coupling model. The coupling model consists of a 
simplified relationship to calculate the global thermal 
conductance between two rooms knowing the thermal 
conductance due lo air leakage and ventilation and the 
thermal conductance due to buoyancy effect. 

The architecture of a C2 model is summarized in 
Figure 2. 

• Nu Nusselt's number 
Gr Grasshof 's number 
Pr Prandlt's number 

0• • 1(t) 

Glob.al tht-rm.11 ( ' Kim ) 
conducbnc•S 
dut to air movtmtnts 

"ig. 2. Architecture of a C2 class aeraulic model 
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Fig. 3. Experiment 

Important points 
The aeraulic model of C2 class involves several sub· 
models: 

• A model to compute discharge coefficients as a rune· 
tion o! opening cbaracte1istics: 

• A model to compute the D matrix (I .e. the thermal 
conductances due to air leakage and ventilat"ion); 

• A model to compute the thermal conductances due to 
buoyancy effect; 

• A coupling model to compute the global conduc· 
tances. 

These diferent models are described in detail in ref. 7. 
To identify the parameters of these models, an expert· 

ment, which takes into account the results of the pre· 
vious work (refs 8 and 9), has been designed. 

Experiment 
Th.is experlment takes pla~ In the DESYS test cell which 
Is built within the area or the CSTB in Sophia-Antipolis. 
The DESYS test cell is described In detail in rer. 10. The 
design, instrumentation and data acquisition system 
concerning the experiment about air uansfern are de· 
scribed in detail in paragraph 6 of ref. 5. 

Nevertheless, we give below some important infor
mation concerning the experiment. The aims are: 

• To provide some elements of reflection about the 
physical aspects of con•1ection through a large open· 
ing; 
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• To identify the parameters of reduce order models (as 
for example, a Nu=f(Gr. Pr) relationship); 

• To provide experimental data to validate the whole C2 
model. 

The experiments aim co measure the heat transfer 
between two rooms (Figure 3) under various conditions. 
Heat transfer can be calculated, either by us ng the 
measured speed and temperature ftelds l·n the aperture. 
or with a method of thermal balance. 

The various conditions which can be applied are: 

• Fixed values for the heat fluxes in the two rooms 
(these fluxes can be pos1dve. i.e. a heated room, 
negative, i.e. an air·cooled room. or equa{ to zero, i.e. 
no heating or cooling system fn the room; 

• Different heating or cooling systems (convection, 
which depends on the system, inside one room can 
influence the air flow between the two rooms); 

• Air flow rate due to mechanical ventilation (there is an 
air-inlet in room 2 and an air-outlet connected to a fan 
in the room 1, the rotation speed of the fan is adjust· 
able); 

• The dimensions or the opening (the surface area of the 
opening can be Changed from some cm' to about 2 m2. 

The position of the opening can be changed as well). 

Air speeds in the opening are measured with nine 
anemometric probes (DANTEC, n. 54R10). These probes 
are attached to a movable cane (cf. Figure 4) . 

Fig. 4. Movable cane with its nine anemometric probes 
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Main results 

A model to compute the heat transfer due to the 
b?1oyancy effect has been validated. This model (rela
tionship Nu=f{Gr, Pr)) uses as characteristic tempera
ture difference the difference between the average tem
perature of the rooms. At the moment, the range of 
validity is 1.8 109< Gr0 <2.5 109 and D/H;;i:0.84. This 
model is not very well adapted if a heating or cooling 

PELLETRET AND KHODR 

system incorporating pulsed air is used. The model is: 

Nu0 =0.4 Gr%5 Pr 

By comparisop with the previous similar models, the 
main advantage of this model is that the characteristic 
difference of temperature is really the difference 
between the average temperature of the rooms. This is 
an advantage because in the aeraulic, or thermal compu-
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Consider two air-tight rooms connected by a large 
opening (0.9 mx2.0 m). 

The temperature of room 1 is represented by the dotted 
line, the temperature of the room 2 is represented by 
the full line (look at left side of the pictures). 

In this sequence, the temperature of room 1 is constant, 
equal to 18 °C. The temperature gradient in room 2 
increases gradually. At the beginning (case 011), the 
gradient is 0.1°/m; at the end (case 020) the gradient in 
room 2 is 1°/m. 

The neutral plane (hn) is over the middle of the 
opening. The neutral plane goes up when the gradient 
in room 2 increases . 

The air flows do not change a lot although the gradient 
in room 2 is very different between case 011 and case 
020. This happened because the temperature profiles 
are linear. It would be different if they were not so. 

"'ig. 5. Computed speed profile in the opening and air flow rate as a function of the temperature 
'>ro.tUe in room 2 
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Fig. 6. Heat transfers (Cl>) and air flows (Q) as a function of the difference between the average 
temperature of the rooms 

tation codes, the only available temperature is the aver
age temperature of the rooms (for experimental reasons, 
most of the previous similar models used the difference 
between the average temperatures of the opposite 
walls) . 

In addition to evaluating heat transfer between rooms, 
the relationship Nu=f(Gr, Pr) can be used very easily to 
evaluate the air flow rate between two rooms, knowing 
only the average temperatures of the rooms. But this 
calculation will give an accurate enough result; if the 
temperature profiles in the two rooms are almost linear 
(without leading to a phenomena of multiple neutral 
plan, cf. Figure 7). 

To study the relationship air flow rate = f(profiles of 
temperature) a C3 class model can be used (this model is 
described in detail in ref. 7. The C3 model we have 
developed is able to take into account any temperature 
profile_ If, using the C3 model, it is proved that the 
temperature profiles have no effect (or a negligible one) 
on the computation of the air flow rates (for given 
average temperatures). a CZ model can be used. The 
computations made with the C3 model have been vali
dated by comparison with the measures made in the 
DESYS test cell. 

For w=0.90 m and D=Z.00 m, we have shown that for 
some temperature air flow rates profiles in the opening 
do not depend upon the temperature gradient in the 
rooms (Fig. 5). 

On the other hand, if the temperature profiles are of 
different linear profiles, the air flow rates depend upon 
the temperature gradients and this is what the measure
ments made in the DESYS test cell have shown (Fig. 6). 

Comparing the two samples in Fig. 6, we notice that 
the experimental points representing the relationship 
<t> == ff~ T) are closer together than the points representing 
the relationship O=f(6T). For the same difference of 
average temperatures, the air flows between the two 
zones ean be very different, but the corresponding heat 
transfer is unchanged. This means that air flows can 
depend upon the temperature gradients (but, as it has 
b~en shown in Figure 5, the dependence can be very 
slight if the gradient is constant, and if there is only one 
neutral plane)_ 

In case of double neutral plane 
Even if the temperature profiles are linear, a C2 class 
model cannot be unstable to compute air flow rates. It is, 
however, as soon as multiple neutral plane appears in 
the opening. 

Let us consider the simple case of a double neutral 
plane as illustrated in Figure 7. 

With this example, it is clear that although the temper
ature profiles are linear, it is not possible to compute the 
air flow rates by using a CZ class model. Moreover, to 
compute the air flow rates with a C3 class model, the 
model must take into account at least a certain tempera
ture stratification. Such a model has been defined in 
ref. 7. 

Conclusions 

The air flows in large openings, due to the buoyancy 
effect, can reach high values in comparison with the 
values of the air flows due to air leakage and ventilation. 
For example, through a 'standard' opening (about 
0.9 mxZ m), a difference of temperature 0.1° creates a 
circulation of air of about 1ZO m3 /h. A difference of 1° in 
temperature creates an air circulation of about 390 m3/h. 
The buoyancy effect plays a major role in the diffusion of 
pollutants. 

To model the influence of the buoyancy effect, simpli
fied models (C2 class) can sometimes be used. Such a 
model has been designed and partially validated. Its 
application field for the computation of air flows is 
limited to the case when the temperature profiles in the 
rooms are almost linear, and there is no multiple neutral 
plane. If there is a multiple neutral plane (this can 
happen with very simple temperature profile), the air 
flow rates can be very important although the average 
temperature of the rooms are equal (for instance, about 
ZOO m3/h through a 'standard' opening for equal average 
temperatures (18°C} but with gradients of 1°/m in one 
room and Z0 /m in the other)_ 

If a CZ class model is inapplicable, a C3 model must be 
used. But, to be very accurate, the C3 model has to take 
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In this sequence, the temperature of room 2 (full 
line) does not change (average value l8°C with a 
vertical gradient of 1°/m). 

The average temperature of room 2 is equal to the 
average temperature of room 1. Moreover, the average 
temperature of room 1 does not change but the vertical 
gradient does change (from 1.1°/m in case 091 to 2°/m 
in case 100). 

A double neutral plane appears in the opening. 
Although the average temperatures are equal, the air 
flows are not equal to zero. The air flows depend upon 
the temperature gradient in the two rooms. 

Fig. 7. Air exchanges between rooms with a phenomena of double neutral plane 

into account the vertical temperature gradients in the 
rooms. This kind of computation is not very complicated 
if the temperature profiles are known (inputs of the 
problem) but it becomes complicated if temperature 
profiles are variables. 

In addition, the on-going experimental study would 
provide some data to validate a model to compute the 
discharge coefficient of the large openings. Some ele
ments of reflection could be provided about the physical 
mean of the discharge coefficient and its relevant use. 
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